Energy funding decisions are always controversial. The dynamics of such decisions also have some consequences. Fear of loss and legal battles are on one hand, prospects and prosperity are on the other. On navigating the mucky waters of funding oil and gas JVs what alternative funding options are available?

This was the crux of the intellectual discussion at our May edition of the Evening (Lecture) Session series. and Dayo Okusanmi, Managing Partner (Energy and Projects Practice) at Templars-Law was on hand to lead thoughts on the subject.

After a detailed but simplified lecture, there was enough time for questions and answers as well as an opportunity to connect, engage and grow with old and new friends at refreshment time.

Templars-law, one of the foremost and the largest full-service commercial law firms in Nigeria was the proud sponsor of the session.

To be a part of the EI Nigeria evening session either as a sponsor or participant, you can contact us through any of the details provided below, subscribe to the EI Nigeria mailing list here or following us on twitter @einigeria and linkedin @einigeria.